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Abstract 
This paper provides a brief overview of three exemplar 
research prototype systems that support playful 
collocated interaction.  
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Introduction 
Over the course of the last five years, my research 
group has created games and playful experiences to 
engage the question of how best to support collocated 
social interaction and engagement [1]–[10][11]. This 
paper presents a brief overview of three of these 
systems, toward engaging in discussion at the 
workshop about frameworks and future directions. The 
games described here are Yamove![9], Pixel Motion[3], 
[4], and Hotaru[11]. Our overarching objective has 
been the creation of socio-technical systems that 
support connection and collaboration—implementing 
and observing each system in action has provided us 
with insights about how best to do this within the 
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games and playful interaction frame, which we believe 
could be a useful contribution to the discussion. 

Yamove! 
Yamove! is a dance battle game that uses technology 
to augment face-to-face dancing. The game was 
inspired by research that shows how being physically 
'in synch' brings people together emotionally and builds 
trust [12], [13]. 

Players compete in pairs, aiming for high intensity, in-
synch, diverse dance routines (see Figure 1). Each 
player wears an iOS device strapped to his/her 
forearm, and teams compete in 3 rounds. The game is 
hosted by an MC and results are displayed on a big 
screen. Scoring is based on accelerometer data from 
the devices. So long as players move in synch, they can 
improvise whatever moves they would like. The game 
improves upon the social experience of console-based 
dance games in several ways. First, players do not 
have to copy dance moves shown to them on-screen—
instead they make up moves, closely coordinating with 
one another. So instead of peering intently at the 
screen, they keep an eye on one another. Moves that 
dancers make with Yamove! tend to be better formed 
and more fluid, and thus more entertaining to watch 
than many moves made by non-expert players 
engaging Just Dance, Dance Central, and other console 
games. This is because players co-create moves that 
they both enjoy and can execute, naturally tuning the 
moves for optimal spectator value as well. Finally, 
Yamove! was designed with sparing feedback from the 
screen for players and audience, unlike many console 

dance games. The MC gives verbal feedback to the 
players about how they are doing, and there is a simple 
status score on the screen during and between rounds 
(see Figure 2 for the score display at the end of the 3 
rounds). This leads to the audience’s gaze being 
focused more on the dancers than on the screen. 
Yamove! has been shown in the World Science Festival 
in New York City, and was an IndieCade Finalist 
(IndieCade is the premier US venue for showcasing 
independent games).  

 

Figure 1: Yamove! is a dance battle game in which two pairs 
of players compete, using synchronized improvised moves. 
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Figure 2: Players get simple 
summative scores shown to them 
on the big shared screen, instead of 
avatars and complex real-time 
information display common in 
console-based dance games 



 

 
Figure 3. Play progression for Pixel Motion. Players are given a simple pixel-wiping objective, and move about the space 
within view of the camera. When they have cleared enough pixels within the time limit, they are rewarded with a photo 
op with virtual props. These snapshots are shared in a photo stream and on a leaderboard.

Pixel Motion 
Pixel Motion is a surveillance camera-enabled 
movement game, intended to support and inspire 
creative collaborative public play in a public flow-
through area of a science museum (Figure 3)[3], [4].  
The core premise of the project was the desire to 
transform the camera stream from a hidden proprietary 
resource to one that was readily accessible. We also 
wanted to use the stream to promote a stronger sense 
of collaboration among those being monitored. The 
game cycles through 30-second rounds, in which 
players must clear about 60% of the screen’s pixels to 
‘win’. There is no required minimum number of players, 
but it is hard to complete a round working alone, so the 
game encourages observers to jump in to help, as they 
watch the progress bar on the round. When players 
have reached the win state, a collection of props 
appear on the screen mimicking a vintage postcard 
scene. Players pose among the props for a snapshot 
that will go into the photo stream from the game. 
These digital postcards can be accessed from a nearby 
kiosk, and are shareable via email or twitter.  In 
research conducted on-site at the museum[3], Pixel 
Motion was able to begin to mix players from different 
groups, encouraging collaboration in a way that we 
would like to use to build toward public interactions 

that help to build mutual awareness and interest across 
groups in museums and also in public spaces.   

Hotaru 
The Hotaru game is a collaborative play experience in 
which two players use costume elements as input 
devices [11]. The experiential aim for the game is to 
give players a sense of connection and transformation.  
Hotaru was designed by Kaho Abe, artist in residence in 
my lab at NYU and an accomplished independent game 
designer whose specialty is movement-based social 
games. She was interested in combining costume and 
gesture, to create a physical enactment of the 
gameplay identities players take on when they engage 
in avatar-based play. The idea was to combine 
costumes and special collaborative gestures to unlock 
players’ powers together, building camaraderie and 
connection through interdependence and shared 
mission. Hotaru means ‘lightning bug’ in Japanese. Abe 
conceived of Hotaru as a game in which the players 
seemed like fireflies battling together to keep smog at 
bay. She designed the costume elements to be simple 
and evocative of this theme and created a simple 
mutually reliant game mechanic. (see Figures 4 and 5). 



 

 

Figure 4. An overview of components of Hotaru. 

One player wears an energy backpack, and must move 
their hands together in a ‘chi-gathering’ gesture to 
raise the energy in the pack. The second player must 
watch the pack, and when it is full, the two players hold 
hands to ‘transfer’ the energy. This causes the lights in 
the second player’s gauntlet to illuminate, and then 
they can raise their arm to release energy to dispel the 
projected smog that is darkening the sky. We are 
currently conducing research to understand the impact 
of this game upon players’ sense of identity and 
connection with one another. We believe this game 
opens interesting terrain for thinking about the social 
possibility space for wearable technology in supporting 
collocated interaction. 

Next Steps and Workshop 
I am presently putting together an annotated portfolio 
article  in which I pull lessons from this cycle of 
research games for thinking well about supporting and 

augmenting collocated social interaction. This workshop 
would be a timely place to discuss the emergent 
themes, and I would be excited to work together with 
other participants to advance our general 
understanding of this area.  
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